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THE LIFE HISTORY OF GADUS CALLARIAS (Linn.) 
George w. Jeffers 
:t .. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE COD. 
This paper is meant to be a brief survey of 
the literature on the general subject of fish migratio~ 
with special re f erence to the cod (Gadus callarias). 
For centuries the cod has been a food fish of first 
importance to most of the civilized countries of the 
world, and yet the actual scientific lmowledge of this 
important fish is disappointing. The literature is 
meagre and disjointed, and is not aJ.ways to be trusted 
The following survey of material is designed 
to serve as a preparation for some actual experimental 
work which the writer proposes to carry out on the cod 
in the future. 
Special reference will be made to the cod 
fisheries of Newfoundland and Labrador . In the first 
place the writer is more familiar with conditions in 
that country, and also because actual scientific 
knowledge of the cod is sorely lacking t here , althou 
Newfoundland is essentially a fishing country and 
such a knowledge is becoming a vital necessity. 
1. Discription of the cod e 
The Gadus callarias (Linnaeus) , or common 
cod, i s a member of the cod f amily proper, or Gadidae 
The name (Latin-Gadus) seems to have come from the 
sanscrit root sad or cad - a rod - from the fact that 
' -
since very early times cod have been dried i n the sun 
on a rod or stick. In German it is called stockfish, 
from stock- a stick. The term 'stockfish ' is u sed by 
Scott in ''Rob Roy". The French did not dry i t on a 
stick but salted it as green cod, hence the ·name 
molus, or morue, from the Celtic m2£ - the sea . 
The average length of a mature cod - two or 
t hree years old - is from sixty to one hundred 
centimetres (twenty-four to forty inches), and i t s 
weight about five kilos (eleven pounds). Specimens 
much larger than this are by no means rare. Grenfell 
(1909) reports cod weighing as much as sixty kilos 
being taken on the Newfoundland coast , while the 
largest cod recorded from New Engl and weighed ninty-
fo ilos (212 lbs) and w 
3 
centimetres (6 ft) long. It was taken on a trawl off 
the northern coast of Maine in 1895. 
The body of the cod is moderately elongated, 
compressed and tapering at the tail; its· greatest 
depth is about one-fourth its length. The head is 
about one-fourth the body length. It may be distinguifSed 
from its relative the haddock (G. aeglefinus) by 
having a pale instead of a black lateral line. In the 
cod the lateral line is unbroken,while in the haddock 
between the lateral line and the pectoral fin there 
is a circular disc about two centimetres in diameter. 
It is probably sensory in function but aropnd it has 
grown up among fishermen a myth that "the devil 
pinched the haddock" between the thumb and middle 
finger. 
The cod is larger than the pollock (Gadus 
pollachius), and its upper Jaw projects over the lower 
which bears a barbel or feeler. There are three distin;t. 
dorsal and two ventral fins. In color it varies with 
the food and bottom. In general the upper surface is 
ash gray or olive color dotted with round ye11ow or 
brown pigment spots which decrease in number towards 
the sides. The belly is whitish and has no spots. The 
pelvic fin is anterior and ventral to the somewhat 
larger pectoral fin. The body is covered with very 
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small cycloid scales. The tail is homocercal. The 
air-bladder, or 'sound', is large and thick. 
2 • Range and importance • 
The cod is widely distribu.ted 1n all the 
oold waters or· the Ho~thern Hemisphere. It is a cold 
water fish essential~y, its southern limit being 
0 probably Cape Hatteras with a latitude of 35 to" N. 
although it is not plentiful south of New Jersey. 
Kendall ( 1909) reports Gadus callarias as extend·mg 
"along the St Lawrence and Atlantic coasts to Cape 
Chidley 11 a.nd on the "east coast of Ungava Bay to the 
mouth of George's River". 
It is not found in the Mediterranean. 
Perhaps two other species of cod deserve 
special mention since a~atomical diff erences entitle 
them to separate species. The Greenland cod,(Gadus 
ogac (Richardson)), is very plentiful around Northern 
Labrador. It possesses a heavier. looking head than 
the Gadus callarias. It is brown in color with a faint 
yellow cloudy appearance near the abdomen. Kendall 
(1909) took some on August 26th. at Rigolet, Labrador. 
He believes they are always to be found in the deep 
water off the Labrador coast. We are not certain how 
5 
far north they extend. 
The Alaska cod, (Gadus macrocephalus ) , is 
found from the Behring Sea south to Oregon and Japan. 
There are few important differences between it and 
the Atlantic cod. The air-bladder is smaller and a 
few other minor differences distinguish it from the 
G. callarias. 
Graham (1922) undertook some superficial 
observations on the cod around Newfoundland and he 
considers that there are at least two distinguishable 
races there. The writer is, however, inclined to 
agree with Munn (1916) whose close observations led 
him to believe that the cod from the west coast, from 
Batt le Harbor in Labrador to St Anthony on the east 
coast of Newfoundland is one race. There seems to be 
no reason for increasing the number of species 
indefinitely,especially where moat of the differences 
that exist could be accounted for by variations in 
environmental conditions. For example, the anarper 
snout and sunken eye appearance of the Trinity Bay 
r1sh as compared wi~ the r1sh around Ferryland, as 
noted by Graham (1922), could be to a large extent 
explained by the fact that the water 1n Trinit y Bay 
is very deep and so the fish would be subject to a 
relatively_high_~~~~~---------------------------+-----------
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Commerically the cod is one of the most 
valuable of all food fishes, and in the United States 
"ranks as the most proQlinent commercial fish~ * "On 
the Atlantic Coast of North America more pounds of 
cod are caught than of any other fish.~ ** 
It swarms in large schools, is readily 
captured and easily preserved. 
The cod:fishery is prosecuted in all the 
coastal States of America :from Maine to New Jersey, 
being most important 1n Massachusetts and Maine. 
Gloucester and Boston are the principal :fishing cente 1s. 
On the Pacific coast there is an important fishery 1n 
Alaska carried on by san Franscisco vessels. Here 
the fishery has shown but slight fluctuation in recent 
years, the aggregate output for the year 1918 was 
upwards of 14,000,000 pounds valued at 1957,000. *** 
Approximately 1750,000,000 worth of fish are 
caught every year according to estimates made by the 
United States Bureau Of Fisheries, Washington, D.c. 
In the United States and Alaska the yearly value of 
fish caught including salmon and cod is estimated to 
be around tso,ooo,ooo. The annual value for Canada is 
estimated around tso,ooo,ooo. **** 
---------1--.-u·~s-. 0mm. -~rsn&,isherie • , 
**Report N.AM. Com. on Fisheries Inves. Nov.~.1924. 
*** &eport, u.s.B.F. 1919 
**** Figures :from world Almanac, 1925· 
C/- • C'ct II a ..,. ; ... ~ 
:j{j; 
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It was not possible to _secure adaquate 
data on the catch of cod in different countries year 
by year over a long period of time. Even if such 
statistics were available they would probably not be 
accurate for many years back. Such information is not 
obtainable so as to be easil y understood by the casua 
reader. Unfortunately the Governmental Reports are 
particularly lacki ng in this. They deal in the main 
in aggregates only,and rarely compare the catch for 
the current year with that of other years except, 
perhaps, with that of the preceding. 
In a line of enterprise where results are de 
pendent to a large extent on weather conditions a 
comparis on of one season 's catch with that of another 
will indicate great fluctuation ~it A reasonabl• degree 
of accuracy can only be obtained by comparing results 
over a period of ye ars ,and so tracing the trend of 
results. The writer could no t find time to make all 
the necessary compilations . The f ollowing graphs are 
inserted for what they are worth;_ they indicate what 
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While the above graphs are not as represe~ -
ative as might be desired because the period covered 
i s altogether too brief and includes the years during 
and immediately following the World War, it is evident 
that great variations do occur in the catch of cod. 
Moreover, we cannot correlate the catch in one place 
with that in another. From this it would be unwise to 
infer that cod obey any universal law and become 
accesible to fishermen all over the grounds during 
any one season. For example, the catch of the deep 
sea fishing fleets of Boston and Gloucester increased 
during 1923 ,while for the same period the banking 
fleet of Newfoundland landed only about 50% of the 
amount for the previous year.* In both cases we are 
considering bank fishing for the most part, and in 
some instances vessels from Gloucester and Boston 
fished side by side with Newfoundland vessels. 
The moat important conclusion to be drawn 
from statistics is that there is great uncertainty 
in the catch from year to year with no material 
increase. When we consider the improvements in methods 
such as the introduction of steam trawlers, motor 
boats and the numerous facilities for handling the 
catch we should expect a decided increase . In fact, 
* Nfld. Marine & Fisheries Report, 1923. 
a slight increase in catch would represent a decline 
in the total fish available when we take into our 
consideration all of the factors involved. And we have 
some reason to believe that such is the case. However , 
dogmatic statements should be avoided until we are 
better supplied with data and ' have considered all of 
the factors& 
We are certain, however, that no marked 
increase has occured. Evidences of a decline are not 
wanting. Packard ( 1891) remarked that "already, owing 
to the decrease in the cod fishery , famine and want" 
were becoming manifest on the coast of Labrador. 
J.W.Collins, assistant u.s. Commissioner of Fish and 
Fisheries under date of October 27th.1887 writes : 
"Unless there is a marked improvement in the cod 
fishery of that region (Labrador) , I believe it will 
not be long before vessels stop going there ." 
such a thing is happening. Whereas a decade 
or so ago a great many American fishing ve ssels went 
to Labrador annually the number that now go there is 
very small indeed . This decrease, of course. may be 
largely attributed to treaty limitations. The f act 
still remains that the number of people that migrate 
each summer f r om Newf oundland to Labrador has also 
undergone a marked decrease . 
to 
The writer is of the opinion that the decline is 
not due to a decrease in the amount of cod obtainable 
but partly to the increased expense in making the trip, 
the difficulties epcountered by ice etc. and, in the 
case of the fishermen from Newfoundland, to the non-
progressive methods employed. It is thought by Hind 
(1891) that the great cod fishery of the future will 
probably be along Northern Labrador and over the 
adjacent bankse Huntsman (1924) is certain that much 
I.J><>' 
fruitlesshcould be saved the fishermen if they woUld 
only take the temperature of the water, for cod will 
not strike in at any locality unless the water is 
0 0 
"just r ight ", or between 4 C and 9 c. 
4. Value of scientific data. 
Both the fishing industry and science 
would benefit from observations into our marine re-
sources ~ The scientist of the future , provided with 
all available data, will be able to forecast the catch 
as accurately as he now forecasts the crops of the 
farmer. Thus fishermen will not be put to the burden 
of "outfitting" unless they are reasonably assured of 
success. With an understanding of the life history of 
11 
the fish in question improvements in fishing facilities 
may be made accordingly. Just now fishermen are for 
the most part ignorant of the effect of sound in 
driving fish from the grounds; they are unaware of the 
fact that temperature i s such an important factor in 
deciding the movements of fish. That is, fishing whicb 
hitherto has been more or less of a hit or miss ad-
ven~ure will become more certain. Moreover, only after 
careful study can suitable and just legislation of 
fisheries be brought about. 
It is obvious that the secrets of the sea 
will never be fully revealed. The study of the oceans 
is an extremely difficult problem; "we know far more 
concerning the form of the moon's surface, though a 
quarter of a million miles away, than we can ever hope 
to learn of the shape of the ocean- floors." * Thus, 
i naddition to trained observers , workers of every kind 
are needed to observe, to check up and corroborate . 
Too much care cannot be gi ven to these 
observat-ions and undue generalizations are to be 
avoided. After a11, very litLle is- known about the 
cod, and before proceeding further we will consider 
whc:t t has been known to fishermen a."ld compare this wi tb! 
our more recent FJlOWledge . 
* Shaler ,NaS. - Sea and Land, pp 76, 906. 
• 
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5. Causes assigned for decline in fisheries. 
For centuries the inhabitm1ts of many 
northern countrieshave taken vast amounts of cod 
without question. With remarkable regularity the fish 
"came to land". The question 'where they came from?' 
was rarely asked and never answered; or if answered 
at all, it was a guess. If the fishery declined it was 
attributed to the wrath of God. To-day there are still 
evidences of this among fishermen. A man credits him-
self with his success and next season, so they belie~ 
he draws a blank. 
Later the causes assigned for the cessation 
or decline of fisheries were those produced by human 
agencies such as over-fishing or destruction of spawn. 
losed seasons were adopted in addition to other 
legislation regulating the length of the fishing 
season, the size of mesh and other implements used 1n 
the prosecution of the fisheries. All such legislation 
been prompted by the best motives, but lack of 
owledge has permitted the passage of some unwise 
Decrease in the number of whales due to the 
holesale slaughter of these animals has been advanced 
. 1:.3 
as a cause o~ the decline in the catch of cod. It is 
a~;J.e 
claimed that whales~the cod to land, or at least they 
drive ashore the capelin (Mallotus villosus- MHller) 1 
a small arctic fish which is a favorite food of both 
the cod and the whale. While there may seem some 
relationship between the two it appears that whales 
are not a very determining factor. Other factors seem 
at present to have far greater influence. 
Since the introduction of motor boats noise 
on the fishing grounds has increased, and fishermen 
say that noise is important as tending to scare fish 
from the grounds. 
The causes of the decline in the fisheries 
pf New England are economic in nature in the opinion 
of McFarland (1912). Competition from elsewhere, 
ievelopment of cheap varieties of fish food and more 
~mproved methods of transportation have placed the 
~isheries of New England at a disadvantage. It is not 
unlikely that with the introduction of otter-board 
trawls the nature of the bottom has been changed. Here 
is one of the sources of fish food being great~y 
depreciated by a modern ruthless method of fishing. 
It is readily seen that a great many factors 
enter into the problem of maintaining the supply of 
fishes. In addition to ascerta1njng_Zh.~e-r~·e·~·~1a~ .. ~~~~i~v~~----+-----------
14 
importance of what has just peen written other fa.c toll' l 
need justification. The biological, chemical and 
physical factors together with the weatheb conditions 
and the enemies of fishes_ - all open up a field of 
research wide in its scope as well as of vital 
economic and scientific importance. 
While, therefore, the information we 
already possess may be of some value we dare not 
depend on it entirely. It will serve as a starting 
point only. It must be supplemented by experimental 
research over a long period of years and at all 
seasons of the year. 
15 
II. SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATIONS AND METHODS. 
t. Artificial Propagation. 
In addition to its importance in helping 
us understand the life history of the cod artificial 
propagation is attended by unmistakable economic 
results which warrant all the time and money devoted 
to it. 
While Izaak Walton was probably the first to 
,J 
study fish sympatnically perhaps the first to practis 
/1 
artificial hatching was a German by the name of Jacob 
about the middle of the eighteenth century. He worked 
with the eggs of the German trout. * In 1844, Remy 
and Gehin - two illiterate Frenchmen - undertook 
artificial propagation in earnest. The practise was 
first per formed in Americ~in 1853 by Drs Garlick and 
Ackley who experimented with the trout. The u.s. Fish 
Commission began the work in t871 at Cleveland. 
Artificial hatch~ of the cod was first 
undertaken at Gloucester , Massachusetts, i n the winter 
of 1878-79,and has since been regul arly prosecuted on 
an i ncreasingly l arge scal e at both Gloucester and 
Woods Hole . "Up t o and including the season of 1896-
* Report, u.s . Com. Fish & Fisheries , 1878, pt.6. 
.. 
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97, the number of fry liberated by the Commission on 
the east coast was 449,764,000 . The output of fry 
durin~ the last-named year was 98,000,000." * 
According to f i gures given out by the Bureau 
of Fisheries of the Department of Commerce in January 
** 1925 , the number of fingerlings , fry, eggs and 
adult -fishes placed in New England waters alone 1n the 
year 1924 number 3 , 500 , 000, 000. At Gloucester, Mass. 
over 481 , 000,000 eggs and nearly 389,000,000 fry of 
the cod alone were liberated. Until recently cod was 
being propagated artifically on a more extensive scale 
than any other marine fish , and a special effort will 
be made to increase the operations. 
Two important results follow artificial 
hatching. In the first place vast numbers of eggs and 
fry are saved that would otherwise never reach the 
fingerling stageQ Fertilization is practically assured 
as well as protec tion from enemies and adverse weather 
conditions. Secondly, considerable information about 
the age, rate of growth and migrations can be obtained 
From such 1nvestigations · we are now assured of the 
fall migration of the cod from the region of Round 
Shoal whistling buoy, Mas sachusetts , to the New Jersey 
coas t , and of the apparent localization of t he fish 
* U.S9 Com. Fish & Fisheries, Bull. 522,1904. 
** Boston Evening ranscript, Jan , 23rd. 1925. 
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along the Maine coast a t least from July to November . 
As the cod spawn during the winter in Ipswich 
ay the fishing season begins in November. Arrangemert s 
made whereby spawntakers with their simple outfit 
ccompany the fishermen to the grounds. As the fish ar 
itched aboard, the spawn-taker stands ready to examin 
ach one and selects those that may contain ripe eggs 
r milt. Great care is taken not to get any green or 
ead eggs with the good ones, and to keep the eggs as 
from foreign matter as possible. The eggs are 
irst t~en in a commo pail, the inside of w ic has 
een moistened with water, Then a sufficient quantity 
of mil t to fertilize the eggs is added and thoroughly 
mixed with them and allowed to remain from t en to 
twenty minutes, or. longer, after which water is added 
and the eggs are carefully cleaned by siphoning off 
the old water sever al times until all the slime and 
milt are drawn from the pail. The good eggs rise ~o 
the surface and are transferred to the spawnMkettle 
in whi ch they are kept until the receiVing-house on 
shore is reached. The water on them is changed 
frequently and the temperature is kept constant. 
Immediately o~ landing the spawn are careful 
examined, cleaned, packed and shipped to the hatchery 




difficul t problems , but wi t h the development of good 
roads and the increased use of the automobile this 
phase of the work is becoming great ly facili tate • 
The writer has talked with Professor Marshall L. ~erri11 
of Boston University who assisted Mr Livingstone Stone 
Uni ted States eputy Fish Commissi oner, in the trans-
portation of the first lobster eggs across t he continel t 
in 187 • The event was doubly i nteresting from the fac 
that the eggs hatched on the way jthus requiring speci a 
care. A discription of the event is given in the Comm-
issioner 's Report fo r the year 1879. Since then eggs 
~ave been shipped as far as to Australia from the 
~nited States and have been received in excellent 
condition. 
At Woods Hole , Massachusetts , prior to 1896, 
~ractically all the cod fry hatched were taken from 
~enned fish. Spawning fish were caught and confined to 
pens until the eggs were hatched and fertilized after 
which the parent f ish were liberated . For several 
seasons heretofore cod propagati on a t the Woods Hole 
station has bee reduced t o almos t negligible proportions 
because of the large percentage of barren fish among 
~he brood stock$ "It i s impossibl e to as s ign an entirel~ 
~atisfactory reason for this condition , but it may have 
• 
• 
been due partly to the under size of the fish and also 
to the fact that they were taken in places no t usually 
fre quented by spawning f ish." * 
In 1921 the fish secured at Woods Hole were 
very satisfactory, 214,700,000 eggs being taken from 
2, 441 fish. Of this stock 8,700, 000 after being fertil 
ized were transferred t o the Glouceste r hatchery and 
124,441,000 fry were hatched at Woods Hole f rom the 
remainder. 
The greatest handicap experienced by t he bure 
in its work on propagation and distribution is the 
lack of funds there being "no increase i n the funds 
** provided - ---- for a number of years ." 
2 . Fish Wagging. 
A great deal of information regarding 
certain marine fishes such as the cod can be obtained 
by marking and liberating t heme The immense growth 
and t he general migration of the salmon were told · to 
his pupil by the kindly Izaak Walton ( 1593•1683) : 
"Much of this has been obtained by tying a ribbon 
or some known tape or thread in the tail of the 
young salmon which have been taken in weirs as ~y 
have swimmed toward the salt water, and then by 
t aki ng a part of them again w.i th the known mar k 
at the same place at t he i r return from the sea, 
which i s usually about six months later" 
u.s.B.F. Doc.912, pp2 
r3arne. 
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The tagging method is therefore not new, but 
within recent year s it has been greatly elaborated and 
extended. Its object is to obtain. direct i nformation 
as t o the l i f e history and migrat ions of fi sh and 
other forms of l ife in t he sea . The work of tagging 
cod , pollock and haddock off the New England coas t 
was begun by the United States Bureau Of Fisheries in 
April 1923 by the fisheries steamer'Haly~on ' on the 
Nantucke t Shoals. During April, May and June nearly 
2500 fish were tagged mostly on these shoals. Dur ing 
1924 operations were much extended and a larger part 
of the fish were t agged off the coast of Maine. Last 
year about 10,000 were t agged and the resul ts have 
been such as to warr ant continuation of the work . I t 
i s planned to increase the tagging operations and to 
begin much earlier in the season. 
Tagging of salmon is being pushed in Canada as 
well . In 921 , over five hundred a dult Atlantic salmon 
were marked and liberated after they were stripped at 
the various retaining ponds in the Maritime Provinces . 
The fish used for tagging are caught with hook 
and line at a depth not greater than t wenty fathoms . 
The are handled very carefully to avoid injury . A fim 
is measured, weighed and liberated in l ess than forty-
- - - ----- -+'f,_,i...__v"e seconds .. The tap: i s of metal - silver in the case 
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of the Canadian Atlantic salmon - and is securely att-
ached to the upper part of t he ~ail , rather near the 
base as shown in the illustration ~ The tag used by t 
United States Bureau of Fisherie s is stamped wi ~h t~e 
The number of tags are listed together wit h 
the date , locality, species , l ength, weight etc •• Mr 
Shroeder who is in charge of these oper a t ions has told 
the writer that l ast season a scale was also removed 
from the dorsal part o.f t he body of each fish tagged. 
If the fish is re-caught another scale is removed at 
the same time that the fi sh is again being weighed 
and measured . In this way the accuracy of the s cale 
method of calculat ing growth will in t ime be determm.e • 
In the case of:.~;t,h6st=:: fish< .. caught ··the ;.- second ... and .even'-
the third time , Mr Shroeder observed that the results 
22 
so far check up fairly well with actual measurements . 
3. Drift- bottl e sa 
In order to understand the migrat ions of 
fishes a knowledge of ocean currents is essential. 
One of the favorable methods employed for de termining 
movements of ocean s treams is that of drift - bottl es. 
Watertight bottles are set afloat containing post-
cards wi th directions to the finder to mail to the 
address given together with i nformation as to when 
and where found . According to Hjort (191 2), Fulton 
performed some drift-bottle ;:' experiments in the North 
Sea and in this way was able to give a more complete 
account of the currents of that region than was 
previously possible~ 
By this method too, Dawson (1905) and ¥avor 
(1922) have demonstra ted fai rly accurately the com-
pl,ccated circulations of the wat ers of the Bay of 
Fundy. The North American Committee on Fisheries ·x 
Investigations have undertaken a systematic study of 
the circulation of the coastal and bru1k waters from 
New Jersey to Labrador. (See Report 1924) . Several 
thousand bottles have already been set adrift at New 
-----------f--'--'~l\.--I:MLL-I.I.--t-J.-t-1-0~ewfmlndland-,_an . ....__~-"'-'-'L..L.J.LJOL.~'"'-"-'"'----+-------
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been coming in. Newfoundland has made arrangements for 
distributing bottles from ~ one of the ocean l ine 
I while Huntsman (~924) has used them i n a study of the 
' waters around Halifax .. 
Each bottle carries with it a galvanized drag, 
designed specially so that it might grip the water 
without be ing diverted by the windb influence from 
the course taken by the water .. 
4. Oceanographic Investigations. 
Perhaps the best historical review of 
oceanographic investigations is to be found in the 
first chapter of "Depths Of The Ocean" by Murray & 
Hjort (MacMillan,1 912 a)~ It so happens that this book 
is an account of one of the greatest of all expeditio s 
for marine research, n amely , the voyage ofthe 11 ichae 
, 
Sara" carried out under the Inter national Council for 
the Exploration of the sea in the ear 1910 .. Previous 
to that the "Challenger" expedition was the first 
great attempt specially designed to investigate the 
ocean. !twas undertaken during the years 1872w76 in 
which t ime the world was circumnavigated. 
Since then we may mention the almost contin• 
------------------~u~o~u=s~o~e~rat1ons of the Unit~d States steamer _'~' ~~~~~-"----------
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whose field of activity has been chiefly on the Pacif c 
Coast . But more closely connected with the scope of 
this paper was the expedi tion to Northern Newfoundlan 
recommended by the North American Committee on Fish-
eries I nvestigations and carried through during the 
summer of 1923 by the Biological Board of Canada 
under the auepices and with the support of the 
Canadian Department of Marine and Fisheries and of 
the ewfoundland overnmentG 
5. Laboratory Experimentation G 
Under this heading we include all the 
diverse problems under solution by different individ 
scientists. This is a very extensive field of research 
as it incl udes all the various physiological and 
morphological problems together wi th those dealing 
with environment and curing. To mention a few of many 
investigators - ·arker, on the senses ; Powers, on 
respiration ; Loeb, on permeability; Huntsman, Gilbert 
and Shroeder on scales. 
Of course, this form of experimentation is 
closely connected with the marine l aboratories as is 
evi denced when we consider that in the summer of 1922 , q Sei,ndisfs 
orked at the St Andrews station, New Brunswick . 
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III. THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE COD. 
t. The Spawning Season 
The principal spawning time 
of the cod on ~e New England coast i s in the winter , 
the season beginning in November and continuing until 
March or April. The eggs are laid by the female in 
relatively small quantities at a time so that the 
spawning period for any one fish may extend over a 
period of six weeks. This condition is unlike that 
found in many flab such as the s t ickleback and pike 
which lay their eggs very rapidly. 
Graham (1922) after somewhat limited 
observations on the cod around Newfoundland seems to 
confirm Nielson's conclusions (1889- 1893) in that 
there seems to be "both spring and autwnn spawning 
sometimes, but the autumn spawning is by no means so 
general as the May and June spawning. " 
It is interesting to note in this connection 
that some herr ing .(.Clupea harengus) spawn ln the spr 
and others in the fall. Meek (1916,p.73) is of the 
opinion that the Northunlberland herring spawn from 
about the middle of August to the beginning of 
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September, and the Dogger Bank herring about six 
weeks later. The same writer whose infor mation is 
based on the studies of Hjort (1910), Dahl (1907), 
Lea and their colleagues believes that the Norwegian 
spo-v>n 
school of herringA1n Karch from Romadal to Cattergat. 
Moreover, it would seem from Meek 's reference t o 
M8bius and Heincke that there is a spring as well as 
an autumn spawning period for the Baltic herring 
since the spring hatched herring are so much larger. 
Meek (1916 ,p 212) gives the spawning season 1 
I 
for Gadus callarias f rom February to May, whi ch i s 1n I 
accord with that mentioned by Grenfell (1909). Fraser 
(1833 , 13 ) cons idered March the pr i ncipal spawning 
time . Hjort (1912,p113) says "cod spawn on the coast 
banks of Norway as far north as lat. 70° N., and 
chiefly dur ing March and April. Here on the Newfounci--
land Bank, a littl e north of l a t. 50° N., and i n the 
vicinity of the warm oceanic w ter their spawning ~ 
sa,sson was in July." There seems to be a slight 
discrepancy here since the Grand Bank - if t hat i s 
what: is meant by "Newfoundland Bank" - does not 
extend farther north than 47 1/2° NQlat. 
According to Dannevig (1908} t he spawning 
season commences early in February at Arendal,Norway. 
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For the Gl oucester hatchery eggs wer e t aken 
between January 15 and April 2t in 1921.* 
Schmidt, according to Meek, obtai ned the 
pelagic eggs of the cod on the south and west coasts 
of Iceland in March and April and the fry appeared 1n 
May. 
From all of these observations it seems 
evident that the common cod (G. callarias) spawns in 
the late winter or early spring, and in some cases 
there may be autumn spawning as well. The spawning 
season of the Greenland cod (G~ ogac) , the Alaska cod 
(G. macrocephalus) and the Polar cod (G. saida) have 
not yet beem determined though it is not unlikely 
that these species aliSO ,Jipawn in the spring. 
I 
Hjort (1912, p729) claims that during l ate 
autumn _thermal conditions alter greatly in boreal 
waters, high temperature s retreating from the surface 
down to great depths. At the same time he finds the 
sexual organs develop in most boreal food fishes. 
After a cursory perusal of t he liter a ture on some 
-,other norther n fishes this seems to be the case. The 
small boreo-arctic fish, t he capelin (Mallotus villosu~ ) . 
the herring (Clupea harengus) and all of the Gadidae 
seem to be early spr i ng spawners for the mos t part . 
* u.s.B.F. Doc. 912 
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2. Behavior of the spawning cod. 
The cod prefer water 
that is not too deep in order to deposit their spawn. 
For this reason as the spawning time approaches they 
gather in large schools and migrate to the spawning 
grounds whi ch may be near the shore as in Ipswich 
Bay, Massachusetts and Rose Blanche, Newfoundland, 
or on any of the offshore banks which extend from 
Cape Cod to Cape Race and occupy an area of around 
60000 square miles. As will be seen l ater this may 
no t be the sole reason for their frequenting ~hese 
banks. 
The schools of cod are never so dense as thooe 
of some other nomadic fishes particularly the herrins 
Neither is it true that cod aggregate into schools 
for the spawning migration only , as i t seems apparent 
that any common desire such as a uni ted attack upon 
a special k ind of food may bring them together. O~er ­
wise it would be difficult to explain fully the 
seasonal shoreward migrations of the cod ·on the east 
coasts of Newfoundlan and Labrador. 
It seems a safe conclusion that the spawning 
i nstinct keeps them together more, and when the 
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. spawning grounds are reached there seems to be a 
tendency to spread out somewhat over the locali t y. 
The writer fails t o find substantial evidence 
for two of Grenfell's conclusions, viz. that t he males 
outnumber the females considerably, or that the fish 
spawn rapidly. On the contrary, the opposite seems 
to be more correct in both instances. Graham (1922), 
examined a number of codfish in various places 1n 
Newfoundland and according to his figures the males 
were not always in excess, and for all the fish he 
examined t he ratio of males to females was less t han 
3 : 2. Goode (1 884) finds both sexes together during 
the spawning season and holds t hat there are no rules 
as to which sex predominates at any time. Ne i ther is 
he able to substantiate the statement often made that 
the females arrive on the spawning grounds f~rst. 
Wodehouse (_1914), examined some fish f or sex 
at St .Andrews and his tables show the rati o of males 
to females to be 3 : 2 , but since these cod were taken 
i n July they cannot be regarded as spawning fish . 
Dannevig (1908) , states that the proporti on 
~etween male and female is something like 1 : 4 at 
the marine hatchery at Fl8devig, Norway , but ,of coure , 
the same may no t be t~~e for cod on the natural 
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spawning grounds. As Dannevig does not mention ·how 
these fish were caught hie statement is of little 
value as it may merely represent the proportion in 
which they were placed in the hatchery. 
Leim t1922), found similar statements exist ing 
regarding the preponderance of males in the spawning 
shad. These statements he showed to be more apparent 
than real as in the sea there is no real disparit y in 
the number of each sex present. It might have been 
that the male fish were more active at spa~ning time 
than the females,and were thus more likely to be cau~ 
Meek reminds us that the adult spawners are hard to 
I catch. 
During the spawning season cod take little or 
no food. Impounded fish at Woods Hole have been tempted 
with different kinds of bait but are rarely induced 
to eat. Greene (1914), finds the same true for salmon; 
they will not feed in fresh water no matter how far 
they travel to spawn. It has been noted in the salmon 
as in the cod that they sometimes seize bait put in 
their way. This, thinks Greene, is due to optical 
stimulus and not to any desire for food. 
Grenfell (1909), is of the opinion that the 
ovaries are. so lar ge that they prevent the mother's 
}t 
feeding. This, however, fails to explain why the males 
also refrain from eating . He regards this fasting as a 
protective r eactien for t he spec-ies since the female 
is less liable t o be caught on bait. This also appears 
extremely fanciful when we consider the comparatively 
short time that fish have been caught -on bait. We 
must furthermore remember that salmon and other fishes 
not usually caught on bait undergo longer fast periods 
than do the cod . 
The evidence from Norwegian hatcheries 
(Dannevig, 1905) shows that cod generally spawn in the 
even ing between eight and eleven o'clock though the 
epor t s from the Woods Hole hatchery makes no mention 
f this important fact. 
We have nothing to prove that anything 
approaching pairing of male and female t akes place. 
The eggs are l aid and t he milt from a:ny male .may 
cause fertilization. 
The femal e appears more sluggish than tb!e 
male until the spawning season is over when hunger 
seems t o grip male and female alike . 
The cod is one of the mos t prolific fishes; 
the average number of eggs laid by an adul t female 
varying from two to nine millionse 
}2 
3. Nature of the Spawning Grounds. 
The cod is essentially a deep water fish,, 
though it is n~t abyssal. It is usually taken in wate 
from forty to one hundred forty metres deep (20 to 70 
fathoms), although it has been taken at a depth of 
nearly six hundred metres. At the approach of the 
spawning season it commences an anadromous migration 
towards shallower water. 
The depth of the water on the spawning grounds 
does not differ markedly from thqt pf its usual habita • 
. .. 
he optimum depth tor spawning for the Gadus callarias 
in the Norwegian Sea is from forty to eighty metres . * 
to agree with the depth around Rose Blanche 
hich Munn has found to be a spawning ground. The wate 
in Ipswich Bay, Massachusetts is more shallow than thi • 
In addition to these coastal spawning grounds 
also spawns on most of the oceanic banks of th 
orth Atlantic. These banks are part of the continent 
helf extending off the east coast of North America 
nd are also a favorable abode of the cod. No definite 
istinction has been made between the spawning areas on 
banks and those areas resorted to for feeding ~d 
purposes. 
"Rapport sur lea travaux de la commission A dans 
la ~riode 1902-1907, " Rapports et Proces verbaux du 
Consell international, Vol.X. Copenhague , 1909. 
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The nature of the bottom of these places where 
the cod prefers to deposit its eggs is not clear. In 
the main they seem to prefer regions where the bott om 
is n?t too muddy, preferably small stones or gravel. 
Regions with an abundant growth of algae are likewise 
favored and so huge boulders are often present. 
M8bius (1879) says that these coasta~ regions 
pos sess water of less salinity and it is more easily 
warmed by the rays of the sun. This diffe~ence must 
be very slight since the op timum temperature for 
favorable development is about the same as that pre -
ferred by the adult fish. 
Gurley (1902) believes that the selection of 
the spawning grounds is not one of chance but has been 
determined by the egg type, that is, by natural 
selection. 
4. Characteristics of Cod Eggs. 
Sara (See "Depths of the Ocean, p.729), 
found that the eggs of the cod were pelagic , floating 
on the surface layers of the water during the whole 
spa-vming s eason unless the density of the water is low -
Since Sars found that the eggs of the cod were pelagic 
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a great many other species have been f ound to possess 
floating eggs and larvae, for example, all the species 
of the Gadidae as well as the flat-fishes, the sprat 
and many others . Ehrenbaum (1909) gives an excellent 
summary of the investigations of eggs and larvae of 
various fishes by such investigators as Ehrenbaum, 
Reincke, Holt, M'Intosh, Masterman, Peterson and 
Schmidt. 
Pelagic eggs might perhaps be considered as 
an evolutionary typ~ since they permit of a more or 
less complete oceanic life. The anadromous migration 
for spawning is relatively incomplete. The eggs are 
deposited on suitable spavming grounds where ocean 
currents are mainly responsible for the denatant 
migration of the ova and fry, and since this migratio 
is UBually anadromous as well, it might be considered 
as the shoreward migration begun by the parent fish. 
Long migrations such as are undertaken by the salmon 
involving long fasting periods and physiological 
adaptations to fresh water conditions are therefore 
unnecessary in the cod. One might conclude that the 
cod represents an intermediary stage between those 
fishes that lay demersal eggs in fresh water and the 
oceanic fishes that lay demersal eggs with little or 
no spawning migration. This seems to be the opinion 
------------------~------- -------------~-----------
* Ehrenba.um - "Eier und Larven von Fischen." 
Nord, Plankton, Lfg. 4, 1905, X, 1909. 
of Meek (1916); yet the theory does not account tor 
the catadromous spawning migration s as are represented 
in the eel(Sohm1dt,1906). 
In size the eggs of the cod are relatively 
large when we consider the vast number produced by a 
.. . 
single fish, the diameter varying from 0,2 to 0•4 mm. 
In color they vary from pale green t o deep red, those 
having the green color being considered the best. In 
the main, however, the eggs are more or less trans • 
parent and closely resemble the surrounding medium. 
The specific gravity of the eggs must be less 
than 1•026, or the S.G. of'· sea-water. (Taylor, 1922) 
This lightness and transparency are secured by a roomy 
subcutaneous space extending from the mid-dorsal part 
of the head region and the yolk sac to the posterior 
end of the body. 
The eggs are non-adhesive, and float freely 
along with those of other species f r om which they can 
be readily separated since the eggs of different specie 
are just as specific as are the adult fishes. The cod 
eggs differ f rom those of the rest of the Gad:l.dae by 
the absence of an oil .globule, and the larvae are also 
dapted .for passive drifts in the currents . 
On the lower side of the egg is a small openi 
n the membr 
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secretion such as is frequently found on eggs which 
have just been laid and which causes some fish eggs 
to stick together in masses or adhere to any object 
with which they may come in contact. In the cod it 
has no such adhering effect. Its exact function is 
still a moot question among embryologists , but most Qf l 
them agree that it has something to do with the procesr 
perhaps exercising a chemotropic influence in attract1 g 
the sperm. 
In the cod-egg the motile spermatozoa enter 
this substance and some of them reach the opening --
the micropyle - and enter it. A single spermatozo6n 
is sufficient to accomplish fertilization. 
It has been observed (Hensen,1879) that 
spermatozoa only enter newly~laid eggs. And it is the 
pinion of that author that nEven if only hal:f an hour 
r l ess has elapsed, , the water has produced changes in 
he egg which make it impossible for the spermatozoa 
oimpregnate the egg .. " This is likewise true 1n the 
case of the sperm which loses its vitality after be~ 
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in the water for any l ength of time. 
5~ Development of the cod egg . 
The development of the cod egg can be 
readily observed with the naked eye . The characters 
representing certain stages of development are as law-
bound as those of the adult individuals. (See diagram) 
One stage is characterized by dark transverse bars of 
black pigment which later develop into fine longi tud -
ional bands corresponding to the dorsal and ventral 
sides of the body . La t er the eyes can be recognized 
along with the pigment spots arranged in a chequered 
color pattern which is so regular that , once kno~1ng 
them , it is Po«;Jaible .. to separate the young cod from 
every other young fish , and define its stage of devel-
opment ,or even its age. 
G. ViY-e.ns 
Develo ment of the cod (Gadus oall arias) 
(From drawings by G. o . sars) 
JJ ....... . 
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Widegren (1878) reported that cod eggs will 
develop in eighteen days even i n l ow temperature . This 
is not so , at least for the Atlantic coast cod. As a 
result of many years of artificial hatching the devel-
opment of the eggs has been well determined ~ Temper -
ature has a greater influence on development than any 
other factor . 
"Following is a table showing the approximate 
time required f or cod eggs to hatch, with the 
water at the stated mean temperatures : 
¥:ean water No .of 1 Mea..'Fl. water No. of Mean water No . 
Tenm. days Te~~ days l Temp .. days 
3 av:r 50 37°F 23 43vF 14 
32 It 40 38 II 21 44 tl 13 
33 " 35 39 II 19 45 fl 12 
34 It 31 40 II 17 46 It 11 
of 
35 . It 2 41 II 16 47 " 1 o!"· 1 
36 It 25 42 II 15 --
-
See Graph . 
This table seems to be in general agreement 
with the results of Johansen and Krogh (19 4) who re-
ported normal though slow development at 1•2 °c. They 
considered the optimum temperature to range from 4 oc 
to 9 °C ~ Dannevig (1908) in writing of the develop-
-
ment of the Norwegian cod says that "at 3 °C to 4 oc 
the fry will be out in twenty to twenty-five days ." 
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which cod require for development with those observed 
for some other species. Johansen and Krogh (1914), 
places the temperature fo r development in the plaice 
from 3 °0 to 14 °C~ Williamson (1910,p 120) reported 
that herring eggs hatched in water witb,.- an average 
temperature of t~s °C though there was a large mortali 1~Y 
which Williamson does not attribute to temperature. 
The shad, according to Leim (1922) agrees with the 
cunner (Huntsman, 1923,p 5) in that its eggs require 
a ·fairly high temperature for successful development , 
the optimum for the shad being around 17 °C. 
The beat reaul ts fo_r the development of cod 
eggs are obtained when the temperature ranges from 40C 
t o 9 - °C (·41 °F to 4 7 °F) _. With water at 4 7 °F the 
different stages of segmentation are passed in four 
days after which time the germinal area begins to 
assume the general form of the fish; and at the end of 
the ninth day the fish is quite well formed and may be 
seen with the naked eye. The young embryo shows signs 
of life by the tenth day and under the microscope the 
neart may be seen to beat~ 
In addition to proper temperature moderately 
plear water seems to be essential to healthy develop = 
nent. If the water is muddy a sediment forms around 
the egg tru~ough which the embryo has difficulty in 
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breaking. This should be borne in mind by all who 
undertake artificial hatching and arrangements shoul d 
be made for changing the water daily. Dead eggs which 
s i nk to the bottom should be r emoved, but it must be 
remembered t hat good eggs may sometimes s i nk slowly if 
laden wi th sediment , or if the dens i ty of the wat er i s 
low. Low density was l argely responsible for the high 
mortality at the Gloucester hatchery in 1919 which 
made i t undesirable to send ·other eggs there , a ccording 
t o the Report of the Commissioner. 
Dannevig ( 1905) , speaking about the situation :. 
in Norway remarks that t he specific gravity is largely 
responsible fo r the loss in artificial hatching , and 
the whole ·the net output of fry is around 60% to 65%. 
6. The Cod FrYe 
The newly hatched cod, or fry , are 
uch ctn~ved in shape and carry a small yolk sac. They 
easure, according to Meek (1916,p.213), 3mm. in leng1h 
t ~irst they show little vigor but if the water ia 
omparatlvely warm they rapidly str aighten out and 
ecome stronger. As long as the young fish feed on the 
olk t hey move about very litt l e, bu t float on the 
urface of t he water very much at the mere e 
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currents and wind. Their general appearance is some-
what protective being no t unlike the surrounding 
medium, yet at this stage they are the favorite food 
of many fishes even for the old cod themselves . 
As they are very delicate at this stage they 
should be handled as little as possible and then on~y 
with great care. The hatchery at Woods Hole plants 
them as soon as practicable. In Norway, at the Fl8devi~ 
hatchery they are liberated when five or six days old . 
Gradually the young fry begin to frequent t he 
upper water l ess and l ess , and in the case of those 
hatched artificially if kept in boxes most of them 
remain on or near the bottom till the mouth begins to 
func tion. Their movements n ov.r become more noticeable 
and t hey begin to move about in search of food. Little 
by little they collect i n small school~ though they do 
not keep together as much as the young herring. 
They soon t ake on some color and the scales 
make their appearance. Wodehouse ( 914 ) has observed 
a scale on a 3cm. fish , i t consisted of a single centr ~l 
plate and a s1ng1e ring of sma1ler p1ates aro~md the 
margin . On a 4•10 em. fish the scale consis ted of a 
central plate and three smaller plates around it. 
During their firs t year the young cod frequen~ 
the shallow places near the shore. The writer baa ofte1 
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observed them around the wharves at Triarlgl e , Labrador, 
darting at the 'water-fleas ' and bits of food suspende~ 
in the water ~ When the tide is 'out ' they may be seen 
in shallow pl aces searching energetically head down-
warda among t he algae that litter the coasts for the 
abundant diatoms, coccolithophores and dinoflagel lates 
that make up the r i ch plankton of that region. G·raham 
{1922) remarks that " their stomachs were stuffed with 
crustaceans . 11 
The fishermen call them 1 t om-cods '. This, of 
course, is inaccurate since the tomcod proper , or 
frostfish (Micr ogadus tomcod) is a distinct species 
which rarely exceeds ten or twelve i nches in length. 
This small but excellent food fish i s found along the 
Atlantic coas t from New York to the Bay of Fundy, and 
in early win ter approaches the shore and ascends strea~ 
for the purpose of spavming. No evidence was obtained 
that it is found as far north as Newfoundland, so the 
fishermen may be justified in applying the term ' tom-
cod ' t o young cod. 
The yotmg cod are reddish brown i n appearance 
from the fact that they seem to be abl e to imitate the 
color of their enviromment , appal"ently for protection. 
This camoulflage di sappears t o a large extent when t~ 
animal is cau.Kht . 
/ 
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During the second season they may be taken in 
omewhat deeper water , and they seem to be still free 
rom responsibility as far as migrations are concerned •• 
are now twelve months old and measure about twelv 
nches. The scales are well formed and the protective 
olor has for the most part disappeared. They do no t 
ingle with the adult fish and seem to be grouped to-
ether less then during the fingerling stage. 
After twen t y-four months they are about 
wen ty-four inches long and are considered mature , 
hough they will not breed until three years old. 
~renfell says that youth '' is largely spent in eat ing 
ts own brothers and sis ters and in escaping being 
aten . 11 Wodehouse (1914) deduces from scale studies 
hat t he females grow more rapidly than the mal es for 
he first two years , and then suddenly the rate of 
rowth falls off rapidly, the curves crossing between 
he second and t hird years. 
7. Age and rate of growth of the cod. 
In studying t he literature on the age an 
ate of growth of the cod much difference of opinion 
as di scoverede Many of the repor t s seem t o be mere 
uesses since the wri ters often fail t o give data or 
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to state reasons for their statementse But when we 
consider the length of the spawning season we may 
expect some variation since the cod hatched in Februar 
will , at the end of the first year , be considerabl 
larger than those hatched some months later a 
The average length of the pelagic existence is 
about three months , after which the young cod gradually 
become demersal and spread out rapidly over shallow 
depths which include the coastal waters of Labrador, 
Newfoundland, the gulf provinces of Canada and the New 
0~~~ 
England coastal states. In Europe they spread ~ the nort 
and east coasts of Iceland, the Faroe Banks, the coast 1 
waters of Western Ireland, west and north of Scot land 
and in the North Sea, as well as the whole l ength of 
the coast of Norway. 
Meek (1916) notes that their appearance takes 
place practically simultaneously all round the borders 
of the North Sea -the spawning grounds being sufficien ~ 
y numerous to account for this . Later arrivals will 
continue all through the summer. It seems reasonable 
o conclude that the first winter is passed near the 
in the following spring they appear quite 
arly. 
In the N0rwegian fjords a t the end of the first 
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size being •5 cm. (¥eek , p219)$ Fulton obtained them in 
October in 8 to 15 fathoms off Aberdeen, Scotland ,with 
a mean length of about 11~ 5 cme, and in November in 
Dornoc Firth at a depth of 7-10 fathoms with a mean 
length of 3 em. Meek ( 916) concludes that the cod of 
Scotl and grow at a ~,lower~· rate and mature at greater 
age than those of the North Sea~ 
A great aid to the study of fishes was the 
discovery that in various boreal fishes t he seasonal 
changes in growth leave certain traces in all the 
osseous structures particul arly t he vertebrae , the 
ot ol iths and the scal es . I t was discovered first by 
Hoffbauer in the s cal es of the carp 1899 (Murray and 
Hjort,t 912)e Reibisch observed that it held true for 
the otoliths of the plaice and Stuart Thompson demon -
strated its value in the scales of the cod. 
In Norway the scales have been used as an 
indica t or for many years and Damas ( 1909) work.ed also 
on t he scales of the cod . In the United States ,Gilbert 
has about perfected the method in ·his application of it 
to the scales of t he sockeye salmon. 
The work is now being successfully pUrsued 
\ 
by the Bureau of Fisheries under the direction of 
Shroeder who has generously introduced the writer to 
DRli wING .s. or CO.D SCAl.ES 
1/fTtR ;ifE£ k 
B. FRtlft1 phofo3vap" SCJ.ppJ/ed. ~ 
(s h:;h fly e. "" a.J:J e.Ya. f-<~d to s h ()~ 
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The scales show clearly the summer growth 
periods and winter stagnation periods as illustrated 
by the nsummer belts" and"winter rings". By counting 
the winter rings we can ascertain how many winters 
the fish has lived. Other adverse conditions affect 
rate of growth and leave the markings on the scal es . 
Leim (1922) i n his study of the scales o~ the shad 
discovered that the summer bel t, or growth period, 1n 
the scales of all fish examined in certain regiQns 
appeared to be rather indistinct for the year 1921-22. 
Upon i nvestigation of the mean temperature of the air 
for the period, which was the only possible means of 
corroboration, he found that the temperature records 
showed an essential agreement with the condition of 
the winter checks on the scales, the more distinct 
rings being f ormed in the colder winters. 
Wodehouse (1914) found that the spawning period 
retards the growth of the cod and consequently leaves 
a mark on the scales. I n addition to the seasons and 
the spawning periods he suggests that other things 
may :· af'f'ect growth ; for exampl.e , acarc1 ty of food, or 
temporary incapacity of the fish to obtain f ood . The 
same writer has tested the assumption that the rate of 
growth is proportional to the rate of growth of the 
scal.e. 
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s. Influence of Currents on cod fry. 
~eterson (1893), as pointed out by 
Murray & Hjort (t912,p733), was one of the firs t to 
draw attention to the influence exerted by currents on 
pelagic ~ggs. After investigations in the Lesser Belt 
(Faenoe Sund) he sums up as follows : "It is one of th 
facts that have astonished me mos t during these resear 
ches that the fry of pelagic eggs, which WBre some-
times found in such huge numbers in Faenoe Sund, was 
not hatched there, or at any rate was only to be found 
there quite exceptionally. This condition did not only 
apply to the cod, but t o all species which possess 
floating eggs , in contrast to the fishes which deposit 
their eggs on the bottom. " 
Schmidt (1904) obtained the eggs of the Gadus 
call arias in March and April on the south and west 
coasts of I celand, and when the fry appeared in May in 
arge numbers, they were found still further west on 
he south coast and on the west coast. They appeared 
n the north coast in July and on the north and east 
oasts in August. 
Damas (Depths of the Ocean , 1912) made some 
xcellent observations on board the "Michael sara" in 
he district around Romsdal , Norway, and ascertained 
hat spawning took place almost exclusively on the 
oast banks , that i n the fjords being quite i n signif ic t a 
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The young fry , however, were l ater found in vast quan-
t ities in the fjords having been carried there by the 
currents (p.735). 
Since the pelagic existence of the eggs and fry 
of the cod extends over a longer period than that of 
most other species, it is evident that the spawning 
grounds will not be coincident with the area of dis-
tribution .. The spawning grounds are more restricted 
and even within a given spawning area certain regions 
are likely to be more resorted to than . others. This 
denatent migration must therefore be from the spawni~g 
grounds to the regions where they are known to occur 
without the spawning grounds . Very little work has donE 
on this phase of cod migration. 
This drift of the eggs depends on physical as 
well as on biological conditions. It is largely effectEd 
by currents which vary in direction and velocity. ThesE 
currents could be considered a more favorable cradling 
~lace since they are more likely to be rich in pelagic 
food . Temperature also plays an important part in this 
~ift , since it affects the duration of the hatching ana 
ievelopment~ -~ong the remaining factors perhaps the 
nost important i s the specifi c gravity of the eggs and 
~arvae as this determines the depth at which they float~ 
In the majority of cases it seems that the 
4 
drift is towards shallower water , thou in some cases 
it has been found that t e drift may be actual! i to 
deeper water e This is true, for instance, for those 
eggs ha ched on the north and west of Scotland where 
the currents are such as to carry t he eggs and larvae 
into the North Sea (Meek)a 
Hjort has given tabl es taken from stat istics o 
the No wegian fisheries showing on what parts of e 
coast of Norway mature cod are caught, and also t e 
regions frequented by the immature cod. 
9 ~ Dangers During Devel opment a 
War seems to be the watchword of the 
whole of onganic nature and, as shown by Darwin, t e 
str gle for survival i s everywhere ap arent. T e 
yo cod during its prolon ed denatent existence is 
at a tremendous disadventa e , being wholly at the mere 
of the currents and those other factors upon which the 
curren~s themselves depend. 
Perha s the greatest loss is due to failure of 
impregnation . To this number must be added the vast 
quantities of ova thrown upon the shore b the waves , 
and a l so those eaten by various animals including 
fishes , birds and invertebrates The .. ·old cod t emselve 
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It i s not true that fishe s always deposit their 
~ggs in the most favorabl e surroundings . In fact, Leim 
(1922) , Murray & Hjort (1912) and others have pointed 
Jut that eggs are often laid where conditions are 
iecidedly unfavorable. And while Darwin, Westermarch 
fm,d other investigators cite examples of t he great care 
~aken of the eggs by certain fishes, this is certainl 
1ot true in the case of the code As has been suggested, 
I 
not only i s no parental care exercised but the old cod 
are t he worst enem of t e opng. 
Jacobsen (1879 ) found cod enemies in practical~ 
every group of the animal kingdom from t he Protozoa to 
the Mammaliaj as well as among s ome of the planta e 
Thi s s omewhat accounts for the enormous number 
of eggs produced by the cod, since i f all the eggs of 
a sevent -five pound cod should hatch and grow to 
maturity t he ocean woul d become packed with them~ I't 
has been estimated that under normal conditions in 
order to maintain the normal number of cod it i s onl 
necessary fo r t wo eggs per fish to hatch and grow to 
* maturity. 
* Atco Fishery News , Jan ~ 925. 
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IV. FACTORS INFLUENCING FISH IGRA' ION. 
Dune (Edinburgh, 1882) intimates that 
probably all animals may be said to migrate 1n a ceruun 
sense. Migration seems to be very common, if indeed, 
not the rule among vertebrates . The question 1 Wh they 
migrate? 1 is j ust now receiving much attention, becau~~ 
it is so difficult to answer . 
Do animals migrate because the climatic condit-
ions of the locality which they leave for the time 
being is unfavorable to the health of the species ? 
If so, can we coordinate this with the more favorable 
condition of the l ocality they visit ? Ie the migrator, 
habit instinctive - innate and irres i stabl e - or , i s i~ 
the result of reac~iona to stimuli ? And have these 
reactions become hereditary t 
The literature on the general subject of fish 
is already becoming voluminous. What follows is of 
necessity but a brief summary of some of the work done 
It shows t hat th1s subject 1s not c1ear1y defined, and 
the evidence is not yet all in. 
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1. Parent-Stream Theorx. 
This theory maintains that salmon a l ways 
return to the stream where they were hatched i 8 order 
to deposit their spawn . (See , Gi lbert 1913 etc . ) This 
theory holds al though no salmon ever sees its parents , 
since i t spawns but once in its l ifetime and dies be-
fore the young are hatched. 
Both Prince and Jordon confirm Gilbert ' s theory . 
Evermann (1921) thinks that "Home Stream Theory 11 
would be a better n~~e , because if the eggs are change 
from one stream to another the adult salmon will retu 
to the stream where its childhood as a fingerling was 
spent. While this fact is interesting and may aid in 
forecasting the number of sal mon expected in a certain 
stream if artific1··11y hatched, it is useless in ex~ 
laining migration. · 
2. Bottom 
The t ype of bottom regulates the spawni n 
laces. This is more true in the case of those fishes 
uch as the salmon which lay their eggs on the bottom . 
But bottom pla s a small part even in the spawning 
-
migrations of the cod. Then there are those other 
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migrat i on s under t aken by fishes upon which the kind of 
bottom seems t o have no dil'"•ect bearing .. /l..nadromous 
fishes will migrate past all sorts of obstacles and 
over various bottoms (Chidester,1924). Migratory fish 
have been driven from their regular spawni ng places 
and f or ced to get new localities .. 
But bottom has an indirect effect upon migrat~ 
ions . It may affect both the movements of waters and 
the food supplya Huntsman (1922) showed that a number 
of channel s traverse the continental shelf south of 
Newfoundland and are responsible f or many of the move-
ments of the waters of that region, particularly the 
the so-called "cold wall': that exists between Sable 
Isl and and St Pierre . 
Cameron & Maunce (1916) regar~ bottom as on~ 
of the chief factors governing the distribution of 
marine faun~ . a.nd flora in the Strai ts of Georgia. . It 
is evident that the nature of the bottom has a great 
deal to do with the food problem 9f fishes , and hence 
affects mi grations . 
3· Ocean Currents . 
The curx•ents of . t he o.c.ean exert a very 
strong influence on the distributi on of many fishes. 
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According to J enkins ( 921), the main causes of curren s 
are differences in density , temperature and salinity e 
Thus, currents are caused by the very factors that affect 
the movements of fi shes in other wayse 
When warm and cold currents meet at the surfac~ 
the 1•esultant temperature of the mixed water is likely 
to be either too hot or too cold for the fishes that 
~ay be involved .. Thi s condition results in a high 
~ortality among those fishes that cannot readily adapt 
themselves to temperature changes~ In other cases , 
some fishes , such as the cod, appear able to sense very 
slight variations in temperature and move toward those 
~egions where conditi ons are more favorable . Hunt sman 
( 924) claims that in the Gul f of St Lawrence they 
~ove in fron t of the disagreeabl e current . 
After a sc ientific study of the waters of the 
N'orth Atlantic Ed. Le Danoi s (1924} shows clearly t hat 
uhe movements of the cod are l argely determined by the 
currents on the Grand Bank e 
Perhaps ths fi sh respond to relat ive motion 
~ather than to current , that is, the moving optical 
f'ield provides the stimulus (Lyon, 04 , 909). Or again , 
the current may stimul ate by moving the fi sh away f rom 
ts environment (Chidester , 924),thus fish respond t o 
moving water as birds resp~no to aii! 
5 
arker ' s observations ( 2) led him to concl ui 
that the outer surfaces of most fishe s and amphibians 
are open to stimulation by chemical substances of a 
mildly irritating kind. Thus the general cutaneous 
nerve s are likely to be those involved. Currents, the , 
affect migration whether because of difference in the 
viscosity or turbi ii t y we do not know. For some reason 
they become uncomfortable and seek more comfortable 
regions . 
Currents too have an important effect upon the 
distribution of the food supply of fishes The Gulf 
stream, for example, receives admixtures from boreal 
and boreo~arctic currents nich consequentl carr 
oreal organisms Boreal forms are also found in deep 
ater even in the Sargasso Sea living below the a -
ater fauna of the surface (Murra &Hjort , 191 Curren a 
re a l so responsible for the dis t ribution of plankton 
hich is val uable source of food especially f or the 
oung coda Moreover , the detrital matter washed from 
he land is borne along b rivers and ocean streams to 
nrich other l ocalities . 
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Sars (Depths of the Ocean,p7 4) recognizes 
migrations . He distinguishes between a spawning -
igration and a food - migration We have alread not 
and salmon abstain from feedin during the 
pawning migration ~ Gurley believes ( 1902) that t his 
bstinence is in direct ratio to the length of time to 
each the spawning groundso 
But -there are periods particularly just after 
spawning season when fish such as the cod band the ~ 
elves together into large schools and undertake ex-
en sive migrations in pursuit of a common food, such a 
he capelin or herring ~ At such times cod become quite 
oracious and their acts seem to be largely instinc t ive. 
Temperature seems to be the dominat~ 
actor in fish migration , since it is not only a facto 
but influences directly or indirectly most of 
other factors under consideration . 
There seems to be a temperature gradient for 
od as for mos t other animals . Huntsman C1925 ) has 
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found that cod are very sensitive to differences in 
water temperature, "for them 50°F (10°C) i s rather too 
warm and 32°F (0.0°C) i s rather too cold, and possibl 
40°F to 45°F (4•4 to 7•2 °C) would be considered 1 just 
right '"· Le Danois ( 925) came to a s i milar conclusion 
"en effet, ce pois·son (the cod) ne frequente guere l es 
, I ' 60 ' eaux d 'une t empera ture surperieure a + et ne frequen e 
pas du t out celles dont la temperature depasse + 8° --
elles recher chent lea eaux froides entre - 2° et 
+ 6o .. " (pp 47) 
From these statements it is evident that cod 
are comfor table in water of f airly uniform temperature 
untsman calls this "cod water'' J and he shows that t he 
ill wander great distances until they find this kind 
of water. Sometimes, of course, the migration may be i 
vertical plane only. to find this sui t able water. We 
feel certai n that this type of migration is not accoun 
ted for in either of the two mentioned by Sars . 
D'Arcy Thompson (Depths of the Ocean) has 
orrelated the volume of the catches made by Aberdeen 
raw~ers wi th the temperature of the sea on ~e f~shin 
rounds . Huntsman (1925) showed that. a similar correl-
tion existed in the Straits Of Belle Isle. 
Shelford and Powers (1915) showed that 
re sensi tive to tem erature differe 
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Not only does temperature have to be consider 
ed in relation to environment but in connection with 
etabolism as well. Every fisherman recognizes the fac 
that fish do not bite as well some days as others, 
1 though they know that. fish are on the grounds yet 
will not bite. These ' fish- days' cannot be correl 
with hunger. It has already been indicated that 
evelopment of the gonads in the cod and other fish 
relationship with decreased temperatur , 
d there is no good reason for believing that spring-
pa~~ing means spawning in warmer water. 
It has been observed that cod spavm at 
ight. Acco~ding to Chidester (1924) salmon move by day 
and night, and the Atlantic salmon spawn a t night or 
on cloudy days. On the other hand, the sa~e author 
remarks t hat alewives res t at night and travel by day. 
The writer has often watched cod quite near the_ water 
surface chasing capelin on bright dayse There seems to 
be no safe rule regarding the amount of cod caught on 
ffine days or on dull days. 
Neuerantz says tllat the glare of lightning 
drives herring to deep water, and that codfish kept in 
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hallow vesselS open to the sun have become blind. 
hidester f 925) found that Fundulus responded more 
ctively to intense light than to tempera~ure etimulus . 
t seems evident that fish vary in response to light. 
Li&~t does have a marked effect upon the food 
upply of fish, and this may affect migration as we 
ave already remarked. And Irene Maunce ( 923) finds 
hat strong direct sunlight and high temperature are 
l etrimental to rapid growth of diatoms in the waters of 
eparture Bay. 
7. Salinity . 
Kavaten ( 1878) was .of the opinion that 
amount of salt in sea water and temperature were 
most important factors 1n migration. Many other 
xperi~enters lay great emphasis on salinity or specifi 
ravity , because in this case the direct effect is more 
r less obvious, while in the other cases the immediate 
ffect on the fish is not so pronounced. 
Taylor (1922) maintains that adjustment la 
brought about by means of reducing the size of the air 
bladder in the case of those fish that migrate from 
water of low salinity to that of high salinity . 
---------rMi~~r,_,a.,_t,_,i.._o=n~=in the rever.ae order iA due to accumulaM on-+-- -----
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of fat which diminishes the body specific gravity, 
1 pari passu,' thus water of lower salini~y is better 
suited as a physical medium. According to this theory 
migration from salt water to fresh must be difficult 
or impossible until a certain amount of fat is accum-
ulated. 
As in the case of light , there is much variati n 
in the response of various fishes to salinity. The 
salmon is an example of great adaptability to water of 
ifferent densities. Since specific gravity increases 
ith depth we can conceive of fishes migrating from 
reat depths to spawn in shoaler water undergoing 
specific gravity changes as great as those _undergone 
y the salmon. In this connection it i s of value to 
ote that salmon always swim near the surface while in 
water. Usually,however , abyssal fishes do not 
igrate very far. In many species the eggs will readil 
loat to the surface and thus a sort of migration of 
he species is accomplished . 
8. Acidity and Alkalinity. 
A great many investigators particularly 
helford and Fowers { 915) bel ieve t hat hydrogen-ion 
oncentration has a greater effect on most fishes t han 
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has salinity . It is intimately associated with the 
general subje.ct of water pollution . Mayor ( t·919) 
thinks it is possibl e to detect ocean currents by a 
s tudy of hydrogen-ion concentration . 
Leim (1922) discovered no 111 effects in hatchin~ 
* shad eggs when the pH varied from 6•0 to 9.0, whil e 
the addition of more alk ali t o the water so as to give 
a pH of 10 •0 or over had decidedly unfavorable effects . 
-
· From Chidester (1924) we observe that Krogh and Leitch 
(1919) found the oxygen unloading tension of the hemo-
globin i n the blood of the cod was high ( 1 0mnli~at ~· tsoo) 
as compared with that for the carp, eel and pike which 
was as low as 2-3 mm . 
Low temperature decreases the efficiency of the 
hemoglobim for carrying oxygen. Chidester also mention3 
the fac t as pointed out by Powers that co2 diminishes 
the affinity of the hemoglobin for oxygen. The cell 
membrane influences oxidation , though divisions of the 
cell other than the membrane may be involved. Powers 
concludes that pH or co2 tension of the water has 
considerable influence on the migrations of pelagic 
fishes. It seems reasonable to acknowl edge that hydrogen 
- i on concentration must be reckoned with in future .:; ·:. .. : 
studi es of fish migration. 
* CH is perhaps more accurate though not so 
generally accept ed as pH, (see, Mitchell ' s 
Physiology pp 161) 
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9 . Irlfluencea of man . 
This includes the effect of pollutio 
of water , noises, and any other factors brought about 
by human agencie s that may be responsibl e for fish 
forsaking a certain locality. 
It has been noted that fish do not al ways 
depos i t their eggs where conditions are most favorable 
for their deve lopment . It is well known that eggs and 
even adult fish are sometime s destroyed by pollutions 
f rom factories ana canneriea. Thia i s being considered 
in locali t ies where large manufacturing e s tablishmen ts 
are s ituated near fi shing regions, and suitable l egiaw 
lation is being enac t ed wherever the results are known 
to be harmfuls This part of the problem is not serious 
i n connection with the cod fi sheri es . 
The harmful effect of t he motor- boat seems 
ap arent but is not ful ly established ~ Great uantitie 
of oil are l iberated by them and thi s oil forms a f ilm 
on the surface of the wa ter through which the eggs 
ave difficulty in breaking, especially i f the wat er i 
smooth. The gravest danger from thi s oil would be to 
the deveioping fis~es~ 
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Because of the absence of an external ear it 
has been supposed that fishes are deficient in thei r 
abilit to hear T e functioning of the senses has 
long been in dispute . Parker (1 22) has thus far give 
us the moat satisfactory explanation . 
Hearing in fishes seems to be largel concerned 
with t he l ateral line . Parker maintains that this is 
true onl ' in an auxiliary capacitye Be believes that 
the utriculus has to do primarily wi th equilibrium and 
muscular t onus , while the saccul ar or an is the chief 
organ of _earing in the Squeteague (Chidester, 4 e 
anning 924) finds that fo1• the goldfish Carassius 
auratus ) "the exact share of the sacculus in sound 
reception is undetermined. " Chidester t hinks that 
most sounds are repellent to fish , yet some a be 
urea to particular species ~ Bernoulli e el & trout , 
191 0 concluded that pis t ol shots and muffled sounds 
of a bell were not stimuli, and consequent! he thinks 
that the reactions of fishes to stimuli are tact al 
d vis al responses to the mechanical motion of the 
water and not true auditor reoponses . 
In mi ratory teleosts , such as the cod , the 
olfact-or pits are dorsal and not connected with res -
iration, but are wholl sensory in function . Fie es, 
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t e , ought to be able to de ect odors easil • This 
Parker shows to be the case~ and he affirms that the 
chemical sense of fishes is dependent upon free nerve 
endings which are high~y developed. 1922; pp 4 • 
The skin of the catfish Amiurus is well provided with 
taste buds. After eliminating these organs and also 
the lateral line organs by cutting the branch of the 
facial nerve that supplies these taste buds and also 
the lateral line nerve , the skin is still open to 
stimul ation by sour, saline and alkaline solutions, 
though the fish will no longer respond to a bait held 
near its flank as it did before the cutting operation 
was performed. Sheldon (Parker,1922) found that the 
whole outer surface of the fish (dogfish, ¥ustelus was 
very sensitive to acids and alkalis, less so to sal ts 
and bitter substances and not at all to sugar solutiom , 
a condition that in general confirms the results of 
earlier workers. 
Earlier work by Farker and others have led to 
conclus on that many fishes scent their food muc 
s a1r~1nhabit1ng animals do , and that their powers of 
lfaction are fairly comparable with those of the igh-
r forms , (Parker, ,p 67 • Nagel 894 and others 
held views to the contrary ~ It is a well known 
ac t that m o~s 
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Vw SPECIFIC PLICATION TO THE C DQ 
his paper seems to show that the most 
critical eriod in the life history of the cod comes 
before the beginning of t e 
demersal existence 9 The greatest loss results from 
failure of impregnation which is largely the r esult of 
external conditions such· as temperature, salinit , 
acidity or rough water . Followin this the direction 
and vel ocity of winds and currents are responsible for 
the drift of the eggs and larvae , and this may be to 
regions having conditions wholly unfavorable for devel 
opment ~ 
After development there is no great evidence 
to show that the loss is exceptional. They are still 
somewhat at the mercy of enemies, but this danger does 
ot appear to be excessive . One reason for this is tha 
waters of the orth Atl antic are so rich in marine 
ife which serves as food that cod enemies are not 
ften forced by unger to pre on cod in parti cul ar e 
From this fact, t oo, it appears that the food 
upply of the cod themselves is abundant in thi s region· 
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thanks to the Gul f Stream and the Labrador currents 
which here yield up rich food material. The Gulf Strea~ 
is laden with tropical pla~ton both plant and animal, 
and the Labrador Current bears arctic organisms along 
with huge icebergs to which is attached much detritus 
from the land. The waters of this current contain 
vast numbers of jelly fishes which the fish will not 
t ouch. "Whenthey reach the Newfoundland region and the 
temperature rises~ they die , decompose, and provide 
fertilizer for an abundant growth of minute p ants , 
which serve as food for small shrimp , and , ultimate~, 
for a wealth of fishes. " (Huntsman, 925) 
The voyage of the "Michael Sara" reveals the 
same fact: " the volume of organisms captured differs · 
~reatly in corresponding depths at the different 
stations, being strikingly small in the Sargasso Sea 
compared with the boreal waters off Newfoundland and 
the southern part of the Norwegia'l Sea., " (pp724 
In this connection we are reminded of the dangel~ 
that is likely t o result from the introduction of the 
ptter=board trawls.They have been but recentiy. intro-
iuce in the New England waters . Powerful steam vessele 
irag these heavy trawls over the bottom of the richest 
~ishing grounas day after a~y. Considerable destructinr 
Jf those organisms that live attached to, or move over
1 
, 
f.-he sea- floor seems evident , though it is difficult to 
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' 
correlate this suppos ition with the fact that these 
trawls have been used for a much longer period in the 
North Sea, and no noticeabl e outer has been made $ 
Cod seem to favor relativel y shallow water and 
refer a rock bottom~ They will eat almost an thin 
that may come their way . The are omnivorous and feed 
upon various kinds of animals, including crustaceans, 
mollusks and small fishes , a.nd even browse upon Iris 
moss and other Aquati c vegetation . "All sorts of thing 
have been found in cods ' stomachs, such as scissors, 
oi l cans, finger rings, rocks, potato parings , corn 
cobs , rubber dolls, pieces of cloth, t he heel of a 
boot , as well as many new or rare specimens of mollusk 
and crustaceans. The be l ief that stones are taken in 
by the cod f or bal last and that the finge r rings, boot 
eels, etc . indicate that the cod is a man~eater are by 
o means nece ssary concl us ions ." * 
Their movements are not well understood, et 
factors seem to be responsibl e for most of their 
igrations. These are 
1 . Reproduct:lon 
2 . Food 
3 . External conditions. 
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• Reproduction 
Considerable space has already been de-
oted to this type of migration. In the winter months 
are well marked movements of l arge bodies of c od 
oward the New England and middle states of America. 
these months important f isheries are carried nn 
in regions where the cod are not found at other seas o s . 
The same is true in the case of the Burgeo Banks o~f 
the south coast of Newfoundland where the fishing 
season begins early in February . Thi s winter movement 
seems to be chiefly f or the purpose of finding shallo 
grounds suitable for spawning purposes . 
Long journeys are frequently undertaken, e.s 1B 
evidenced by the capture on the New England coast of 
cod with hooks in their mouths, such as are used by 
French fishermen on the Grand Batiks • 
.. EQ.Qfl 
In the spring after the spawni ng season ~ i s 
over cod swarm about in l arge schools presumabl in 
search of foodw The regions now visited are usuall 
not those fre uented for spavming purposes . These food 
searching -migrations are usual l undertaken in earl 
summer. The cod come very cl ose to la~d, and this is 
6 
ithe trapping season in Newfoundland and Labrador. It is '"ffl.e. 
rusiest time for the fishermen s ince the fish swim verJ 
brten in dense schools . 
There s eems to be a close correlation be t ween 
~his summer migration and the spawning migration of the 
papelin which is a favorite food of the cod. The capel1n 
~pawn in Ju.'l'le and July on sandy beaches, and i n about 
~week after the capelin appear, the cod usually are 
uaken in cod traps. Circumstances may prevent or greatly 
ielay the trapping season however~ Hind (1877) calls 
uhese spawning migrations as well , though we are now 
Pairly certain that cod rarely spawn in the summer (see 
pp 25). He acknowledges that the cod at this time come 
a.t 
~n A regular~ intervals after the appearance of the 
papelin. From Hind ' s table (next page) we may deduce 
juhis law,that for the east coast of Newfoundland and 
~abrador the cod approach land about a week later for 
~very degree of latitude we adva'l'lce north. This table 
~ould be much more valuable if the arrival time of the 
~apelin were included as well. 
The cod of this "cape1in school. 11 are easily 
recognized by fishermen. They are fairly U.'l'liform in 
size and somewhat resembl e the "herring school" which 
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Cod are often caught in early spring before th 
capelin have arrived to spavm~ The fish taken at such 
times are clearl Y. not those belonging to the so- called 
capelin school . The may be either l arge cod or small 
cod, there seems to no uniformity as to size and the 
are rarely teken in l arge quantities . 
The large fish talten at such times seem to be 
older fish which l ive i n deep water on the bottom and 
ave moved in , due probably to meteorological influence , 
or in temporar search of food . Their bellies 
white in appearance and the contents of the i r stomachs 
suggest a sedentary bottom existence . The smaller fish 
are immature fish which have not yet j oined the main 
school, and which spend the first winters around the 
eadlands . 
It i s probable that cod do not spawn more t 
few s easons after which they move out int o deeper 
ater from which they rarely Q~derta~e extensive migra 
ions ~ Agass i z has taken t hem at a depth of 555 metres 
3 fathoms , though the younger one s prefer water 
an i ng from 39 to 1 0 metres~ Moreover , while HJort, 
i sheries Director fo r Norway does not suggest such a 
the writer ' s knowledge yet his stat~stica 
ould suggest some such explation. He f inds that 72 % · 
f large cod and % of the medium sized lie alwa s in 
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water which is deeper than what we re ard as the 
optimum depth~ 
In the fall too fish that do not belon to the 
regular school are frequently takeh in cod- traps , and 
fishermen then conclude that the trapping season is 
concluded for the season~ 
The s chool fish are of uniform size , and often 
come i n ver dense masses . They ma~ be i dentified b 
the cloud appearance of the bellies t pical of fi sh 
which have no t been rubbing over the bottom. I n the 
school are frequently bruised and injured fish as if 
they had come l ong distances over rough obstacl es . The 
c audal fin is rarely fotmd intact , it i s eit' er much 
split or bitten suggestln that the fish in front have 
been goaded on by their hun r snap in neighbors in 
the rear ~ 
3 ~ External condi tiona .. 
This th1ra t pe of migration i s muc mo 
difficult to substantiate , et it seems certa n that 
cod do un ertake some migrations which can not be ex-
ained b e ither of the previous mentioned causes . We 
that it is while on either a spawnin or a 
ood migration that these acce ssory movements happen a 
I 
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It is certain that during the summer season it 
frequently ha.ppems that cod linger outside in deepe·r 
water and will not 'trap .' Sometimes the sta thus 
durin the entire summer season and the codfisher _ ,, 
' fails 1 From the viewpoint of the fisherman this is 
the most important point to consider, for the phenom 
has been considered a mystery . 
Huntsman ( 9 5 etc $) has proven 
is the deciding factor. I f water varies but a few 
degi•ees either wa the cod move . The do not come to 
land because the water there is either too cold or too 
warm ; i t is more comfortable where they are . AnJ. cod 
.A1 
seem to obey this stimulus in preference to t e hunger 
!drive. 
According to Huntsman ( 9 5) the cod around 
southern Labrador leave their "northern waters on the 
ap roach of winter and pass that season in the ocean 
south of Newfoundland . 'Vhen the sprin opens up they 
start nort· , and Mr M n has traced their migra·tion 
orthward alon the west coast of Newfoundlan to and 
th 0 1 gh the Stra its of Belle Isle .. " This i,., because the 
:vaters of the Gulf of. ·St Lawrence are too warm, and 
his warm wat.r advances north throu the strait driv 
he cod before itQ ithin the Strait this warm water 
eets with the cold water of the Labrador Curre t whic 
Strait on the north. In certain regions the 
esulting water is sui table for cod. Huntsman calls it 
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"cod water , 11 and 1n the regions where th s water is 
found will be found also the largest cod fisheries. 
The water i n the Strait is alwa s changing in temperat\ re, 
and to quote Huntsman once more : "If the fishermen 
would only take the tem erature of the water , they 
would soon realize how useless i t is to expect the fisl~ 
to strike in at an given point until the conditions 
are right e11 
A thermometer suitable for the use of fishermen 
is being devised by the Biological Board of Canada . 
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VI~ SIDDUffiY 
• The cod i s an important f ood fish widely distrib-
uted over all the Northern Hemisphere • 
• It has not been adaquate l y studied. 
3~ It s ems certain that cod spawn in the l ate wi nter 
and earl spring; there i s s ome evidence fo r an 
autumn s pawning period as we11. 
4. The exact l ocation of a few of t he spawning places 
has been establi shed Th~ seem to pref er shallow 
co satal or bank waters for spawning . ~ 
5. evel opment is most successful when the temperatur 
of the wat er is between 4°C and oc . This is a l so 
the temperat ur e preferred by the adul t fi sh . 
6 . The eggs hatch i n about two weeks , and their life 
as l arvae and fry l as t s about three months . 
7 . During this period they are sometimes carried over 
great dist ces, into new environments and are 
subj ect to many dangers . 
8. The exact causes of fish mi gration are not et 
establ ished . Temperature is probably the most imp-
ortan t f actor, and hunger , ocean currents~ salinity 
and h drogen- ion concentration are a l so contributin 
factors~ 
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9. water pollution is a source of serious l oss in some 
l ocalities especially to certa i n fresh water 
fisheries . 
110 . Movement s of cod may be t r aced to one or more of 
three fac t ors : (a) to spa~; (b) to feed , ( c ) to 
find suitable water~ 
[11. Cod usually begi n t o s pawn i n their third year , 
they do not spawn more than a f ew year s after whi ct 
t hey move ou t into deeper water ~ Here they become 
bottom feeders and do not migra~e f ar . 
2. It i s r e commended that fishermen be made ac uaintea 
w th the knowledge alread· known especially With 
regard to the importance of temperature . Fisheroen 
can also aid in investigations . 
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